INTERNATIONAL
ACTORS BOOTCAMP
July 11th - 15th

In-house Workshop in Barcelona

Introduction
A 5-day intensive training programme for actors who
want to improve their skills and be at the top of their
game in this new post-pandemic era. This course is a
great way to perform and learn from world class
industry professionals and benefit from their expertise
working in an international market.

THE COURSE
This course is a great way to learn from world class industry professionals.
It has been specifically designed for this hybrid era where there is more
work than ever for actors but it is still difficult for actors to know how to
take full advantage of this. We're here to help with this.
During this intensive course, students will have over 30 hours of instruction
at Frank Stein Studio with Luci Lenox and a team of internationally
renowned professionals. Students will receive 1-on-1 interviews and
classes with the instructors to assess individual aims and create a
strategy specifically curated to optimize their potential. Strong emphasis
will also be placed on casting technique and self taping for an
international market. On completion of the course, each student will be
given material of scenes, selftapes and about me videos they have
filmed, a photo session with a professional photographer and a marketing
plan for their next steps.
This course takes place at Frank Stein Studio, Barcelona. It and includes
an invitation to the Catalan Film Accademy's summer party so there will
be some fun too!

THE COURSE
30 hours of professional training with industry professionals
Why: Be at the top of your game so that you can take advantage of
all the new opportunities
What you get:
Professional headshots
A plan for the next three months of your career
Warm up techniques for voice and body
Networking advice
The opportunity to attend the Catalan Film Academy's summer
party
Meetings with top international casting directors
Career advice based on your promotional material.

DURATION
5 DAYS
Monday 11 to Friday 15 July 2022

LANGUAGE
ENGLISH

WHERE
FRANK STEIN STUDIO
C/ SARGELET 7. 08024 BARCELONA. SPAIN

COST
900€ (for newcomers)
650€ (for previous students at Frank Stein Studio, Estudi Karloff or who
have done an online course with Luci Lenox in the last two years and
members of Get Inspired)

COURSE DETAILS

IMPROVISATION
& WARM UP
Improvisation builds trust in your own ideas and
encourages playfulness to improve your creative
choices, whilst adding an awareness of status and
improving their sense of presence in the moment for
better character work. It helps you unlock your
spontaneity, which is especially useful in castings,
and - of long term importance for all artists removes the fear of failure and critique, whether selfimposed or otherwise!

TAKE A LOOK AT OUR

SYLLABUS

ABOUT ME
VIDEOS
Learn what the casting directors are looking for so
that you can make the most effective choices when
filming your About Me Video.
Actors often want to know what the About Me Video
needs to contain and how long it should be.
TAKE A LOOK AT OUR

SYLLABUS

This video is like having a spoken photograph to
show your essence.

THE 3-MONTH
PLANNER
The Actors Planner is part of the course. It's really
difficult for actors to make plans as their careers can
change from one day to the next. This part of the
course will help you to have a structure for your career
and to actually make progress. Every student receives
a free copy of the planner.

TAKE A LOOK AT OUR

SYLLABUS

Casting
Bootcamp
Training for the camera: improve your language, your
acting skills and your preparation for casting, through
dynamic scene study.
Working on scenes to show you what casting
directors are looking for in a casting situation.

TAKE A LOOK AT OUR

SYLLABUS

SELFTAPE
MASTERCLASS
An intensive 1 day masterclass on the intricacies of
preparing and producing a professional and
successful selftape. It's no secret that selftapes are
becoming as valuable an opportunity as face to face
auditions in today's globalised industry. This
masterclass will be a practical exploration of the key
elements of self-taping, highlighting the do's and
dont's under the expert instruction of an international
casting director.

TAKE A LOOK AT OUR

SYLLABUS

CASTING
TECHNIQUE
Going to castings is an important part of an actor's
work. Mindset is fundamental to success and this
class will give you tips and practical advice about
how to be better prepared, more confident and to
really understand what is actually going on at a
casting.
TAKE A LOOK AT OUR

SYLLABUS

PROFESSIONAL
PANEL
Industry panel with international casting directors
and audiovisual professionals moderated by Luci
Lenox and with the collaboration of Acadèmia del
Cinema Català.

TAKE A LOOK AT OUR

SYLLABUS

PHOTO SHOOT
Photo session with a professional photographer.
Headshots are the key to breaking in as a
professional actor. It doesn’t matter how brilliantly
talented you are; without the right headshot, the
chances of anyone taking the time to discover that
brilliance plummet. Headshots for actors are like
business cards. An actor’s headshot is their
professional calling card.

Get In
Touch
Website

www.franksteinstudio.info

Email

masterclass@franksteinstudio.com

Instagram

@franksteinstudio

